By paraphrasing the catchy title of Theodor Reik's book, Listening with the Third Ear (13) it is intended to indicate a certain attitude of enquiry in this commen tary on Canadian psychiatry in this year of 1970. As with the psychotherapist's parti cularly penetrating ear attuned to discerning the covert meaning of the patient's manifest conversation, the intention is to look at the public scene today, including psychiatry's role in it -to look at it with the practised 413 414 CANADIAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION JOURNAL Vol. 15, No. 5 Whether or not this is the 'Age of Aquarius', the water-carrier, it certainly is the age of the vociferous, the wordbrandisher. The global speech machine pours out a deluge of words -information of varying reliability, opinion of varying authenticity. The flood of bewilderment about what is the public good is rising ominously. Thanks to our brave new tech nology for instant mass communication our world has become compressed into a 'global village' indeed -but a village centering around the Tower of Babel. The distortions and corruptions of human communication, now so amplified and multiplied by our fluent techniques, threaten the very freedom of speech which we so rightiy cherish. 416
THE THIRD E Y E * eye of the psychiatrist. More particularly the intention is to look closely at and read between the lines of what people are saying to each other in the press, on the radio, on T.V., on the political platform and through the blatant amplifiers on the uni versity campuses and elsewhere. We shall look at the communication process itself, the dialectic medium of the messages in the controversies about public policy in today's turbulent, distracted and uncertain society. Admittedly this is an ambitious and hazard ous undertaking. Speculative it must be; provocative it might be.
Badly needed are interpreters, dedicated to the art of clear thinking and plain talk, to cleanse the doors of communication (to twist William Blake's profound and intriguing phrase). Look at the brazen mis representation and artful persuasion in the barrage of commercial advertising; look at the dazzling obscurantism of a Marshall
McLuhan or an R.D. Laing, venerated as the Oracle; look at the garbled and circum stantial reasoning in many public debates on social issues, on the non-medical use of drugs, for instance.
Since disordered communication •-the aberrations or anomalies in modes of thought and expression -is the basic busi ness of psychiatry, notably portrayed by Jurgen Ruesch (14), psychiatrists could be playing a crucial role as interpreters, clear ing the confusion of thought and motives in the vociferous debates of the day.
The matters of greatest social concern today have much to do with the process of human communication itself -the rising tide of 'cultural dissonance' (the subject of Dr. Ray Waggoner's Presidential Address this year to the American Psychiatric Asso ciation), clamorous dissent, violence, law lessness, alienation of cultural groups, not ably youth, the agitation for radical social revolution, the challenge to traditional ethi cal standards and the threat to shatter the evolved forms of civility and morality.
That psychiatrists should be involved in any way in such social issues has been dis puted. It is argued that they have all they can do to look after the obviously mentally ill without attempting to deal with any social psychopathology en masse. On the one hand, the motives behind this assertion may be in dyed-in-the-wool conservatism masquerading as plain honest John, downto-earth, no-nonsense John. On the other hand, the motives could be in revolutionary radicalism, accounting for some of the vehe ment, irrational diatribes against psychiatry. Revolution, to prevail, has to be blindas love is said to be. Psychodynamic insight, the special contribution that psychiatrists might make, would be unfavourable to a climate of cataclysmic revolution, although it would not be at all unfavourable to metamorphic social change which, unlike cata clysmic revolution, is within the natural law of evolution. If it is cataclysmic revolu tion that is advocated then psychiatrists as catalysts of insight and detectors of psycho pathology had better stay quiet; they had better not be looking with that discerning 'third eye'.
The argument against psychiatrists be coming involved in social issues turns on the question of their professional compe tence. Is the psychiatrist, by virtue of his training, competent to deal fully with these multi-dimensional, multi-causal matters? Of course not -except in one particular and crucial respect. Those psychiatrists who have become pro minent in debates on social issues have usually entered the arena as protagonists, taking sides on matters of policy. As mere citizens they have as much right as anyone else to take sides. But as professionals the value of the special competence they have to offer is deflated as they do so. In this regard, we would do well to recall the words of Dr. Ewen Cameron -"We find ourselves bound, by the nature of our work, to attempt to change what is damaging to human personality -• damaging in belief and custom and practice. When, yielding to our own feelings, we ourselves become mere protagonists, we abandon our position and October 1970 PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 411 our usefulness to our fellows as scientists."
(1)
The special diagnostic competence of the psychiatrist lies in the area of psychopathology -the pathology of communication in human thought, emotion and motivation. The criteria and principles he has derived from his study of the individual apply no less to individuals collectively as societal groups, though group interaction may gener ate additional and peculiar stimuli to be haviour.
While psychiatrists are becoming more concerned with aspects of the mental health of communities at large -with so cial psychiatry, so-called •-they have turned little of their expertise in psychodiagnosis to the dynamics or pathology of mass com munication, such as in public debate on major social issues. Some notable leaders in psychiatry have long advocated that they should -for example Dr. Ewen Cameron, (2), who said -"As psychiatrists, we are physicians having an immemorial responsi bility for the well-being of our patients. As neighbours in our home towns and as citizens in our national communities we have duties to perform that none but our selves and our colleagues in the social sciences can undertake: the duty to act as steady points of reference, touchstones of reality in this rising clamour of uncertainty, hostility and authoritarianism. . . . We can discern the absurd and treacherous rumour, we can point to the individual grown fana tical with fear, we can recognize and show . . . where hostilities and deep insecurities of the community are, with senseless rage being vented on some . . . harmless scape goat. We can act as a fire lane, refusing to allow some billowing gust of community hostility or anxiety to pass through us on to others." Our special role in the great social issues is to act as psychodiagnosticians rather than political protagonists. Freud, character istically, made the distinction succinctly when writing on Civilization and its Dis contents (4). He said, "I have no concern with any economic criticisms of the . . . system; I cannot enquire into whether the abolition ... is advantageous and expedient..
But I am able to recognize that psychologi cally it is founded on an untenable illusion."
Yet psychiatry has been roundly criticized for allowing itself to be "led beyond the limits of its competence into meddlesome and unqualified interference with the social and moral issues of our time." (5) Many psychiatrists seem to have become highly/ sensitized to this accusation and consequent ly reticent to enter in any way into the arena of public debate on such matters. But at the same time psychiatry has been criticized for "being silent when it should speak out." (16) Properly interpreted both criticisms are right.
The first is right insofar as psychiatrists as professionals presume to enter into dis putes over public policy on matters of which they have no special knowledge. There was the dubious endeavour at the American Psychiatric Association Annual Meeting in San Francisco this year when a group of psychiatrists demanded that the Association issue official statements of opinion and present them to the President of the United States on matters of military tactics, foreign relations and civil administration. Psychi atrists as private citizens have as much right
as any other citizen to enter into the great guessing-game of political debate and to indulge in the ventilative exercise of out guessing the government. But as profession als they have a more serious responsibility to apply their special diagnostic acumen to the processes of human communication and. interaction involved in these disputes, detec ting and exposing the anomalies or distor tions of thought, expression and motive which hold so much danger of misleading: the minds of the public and the government.. With their special knowledge and insights; they should be able to show the distinction! between pathological and healthy aggression, between logical thinking and the paralogical thinking of covert paranoia, they should be detecting pathology of thought when it is: obscurely encapsulated, and the antisocial* traits covert in some of those who insinuatethemselves into positions of group leader ship. This is where the expertise of the psy-chiatrist is needed particularly. As Sir Aubrey Lewis put it, "When the psy chopathological criterion is looked at, it shows its kinship with the pathological criterion applied in evaluating physical dis eases. Unless the phenomenon to which it is applied is gross, it can be used only by experts; just as the decision whether the tumor is malignant requires a highly trained judge, so does the decision whether a queer belief or a turn of mood is due to a patho logical process." (9)
The accusation of "being silent when they should speak out" has been levelled at both psychiatrists and physicians in general on the one major social issue which is most relevant to medicine, especially psychiatry, a subject on which they should show clear priority of knowledge -namely, the non medical use of drugs.
Quoting Dr. Vincent Dole, a recent edi torial in the Medical Post, March 10, 1970 said, "that one of medicine's embarrassing hang-ups at the moment is what to do about youngsters taking marijuana . . . Because they have not been sure of their ground and don't like to be backed into a corner with untenable arguments they have, by their silence, indicated permissiveness. The phy sicians' ambivalence about marijuana is really more apparent than real. It amounts to a failure to be honest with themselves, to a misunderstanding of their role in our health system . . . Nowhere has the doctor lost his sense of direction more than in his reluc tance to take a stand on marijuana . . . Because the physician cannot vocalize his misgivings does not give him the licence to sit on the sidelines and watch a generation indulge in an insidiously destructive habit." (12) It is not that we as psychiatrists have been unconcerned, nor that we have failed to institute some treatment facilities for the stark casualties, nor that we have been al together silent. Following the Canadian Medical Association, our Association, has submitted a preliminary brief to the LeDain Commission. Nevertheless, in some respects -highly important respects •-the criticism does seem valid. The assistance we have rendered to the casualties and the recom mendations we have made draw upon our general medical knowledge rather than upon our special psychiatric expertise. We have been strangely silent on two specially psy chiatric aspects of the problem.
For one, we do not seem to have risen to the challenge of the LeDain Commission to provide information or even opinion "on the motivation underlying the non-medical use of drugs", or on the "social . . . and philosophical factors . . . and problems of communication." (8) While some of the sociological and philosophical aspects of the problem may reach beyond the psychi atrist's sphere of special competence, ques tions of the motivation in behaviour patterns and problems of communication unques tionably sit at bis door. And here we have been strangely silent. Have we been lacking in perspicacity into the anomalies in the psychosocial processes involved here, or have we been too lacking in insight as to our own psychodynamics -too entangled in our personal identifications with our youth or in our latent, unresolved hostility towards authority figures -so that we re main silent where we should speak out?
Insofar as this commentary may be in part a criticism of our performance as psy chiatrists, let me hasten to assure you that this is first and foremost a self-criticism. It is an attempt to see where I, yet with my colleagues, seem to have been insensitive, ineffectual or 'hung up'.
The other aspect of the matter on which we seem to have remained largely silent is again one in which we as psychiatrists have the most specialized knowledge. The ques tion is: do all the psychedelic drugs impair function; if so, in what way and to what extent?
This is what the government and the public most need to know. The answers from the medical profession, including psychiatry, have been guarded and equi vocal, particularly about the mildest of the drugs -cannabis. Seemingly hipped on a puristic allegiance to a scientific method ology we have tended to defer our answer on the grounds that we have insufficient information. In this we seem to have been oblivious in two directions. First, as Dr. Curiously, these primary illusinogenic effects of the drugs have seemed to many to be too inconsequential to mention. It is argued that over many centuries it has be come an accepted practice in our society for a proportion of adults to intoxicate themselves from time to time. Should not our youth have the liberty to do the same? In fact, a proportion of youth always has -using as an intoxicant the same agent as the adult -alcohol. But with that there has never developed before the widespread changes in attitude and social behaviour which have occurred with the use of a psy chedelic drug as the intoxicant of their choice. What is really being implied in that question about consequences is the assertion that a little psychotiform disorder from time to time is all right, whether the agent is LSD, cannabis, alcohol in intoxicating quantities, or any other intoxicant. One of the more impressive protagonists for the continuing use of psychedelic drugs, Alan Watts, has put it challengingly enough -"No one is more dangerously insane than one who is sane all the time." (20) Are we as psychi atrists to subscribe to such 'gobbledegook' by remaining silent as if it were an incon sequential matter?
The 'silent majority' of psychiatry might withdraw at this point, claiming that the question has ascended into the ethereal realms of ethics or philosophy and is thus beyond their sphere of operation. But there should be no such escape for the psychiatric physician when it is a matter of the ethics and philosophy of mental health, of person ality growth and development. Included in the mandate of the LeDain Commission were just such 'philosophical factors'. Have we nothing to say here?
Perhaps we could at least point out that a fundamental reason for recognizing the detrimental effects of the psychedelic drugs is derived from the philosophy of science. The non-medical use of these drugs violates a basic evolutionary principle of human growth and progress. This calls for explana tion.
The advent of 'civilized man' marked a new phase in the evolutionary process. As Julian Huxley so lucidly put it: "By exploiting the possibilities of mental advance Man became the latest dominant type of life, and initiated a new phase of evolution, the human or psycho-social phase, which operates much faster than biological evolu tion and produces new kinds of results. 
Man's capacity for reason and imagination, coupled with his ability to communicate his ideas by means of the verbal symbols of language, provided him with a new me chanism for evolution, in the shape of cumulative tradition. Prehuman life de pended only on the transmission of material particles, the genes and the chromosomes, from one generation to the next. But Man can also transmit experience and its results. With this, mind as well as matter acquired the capacity for self-reproduction, natural selection became subordinate to psycho social selection." (5) This means, as I have pointed out elsewhere (22), that the grandest metamorphosis in life occurred when the autonomy of Man's mental capa cities could supersede the rule of the bio physical. Teilhard de Chardin describes this same transformation in other words (17) -proceeding from the 'biosphere' to the 'noosphere' (the 'noosphere' being the 'thinking layer', we might say the 'sapiential layer', superimposed on the biological layer of the biosphere). What is so novel and dif ferent about it is, as Huxley put it, that the means of "exploiting the possibilities of men tal advance lie in the hands of Man himself." (6) Thus Man became unique, as Homo sapiens, in his capacity to determine the course of his behaviour by deliberate thought, by the exercise of his prodigious mental potential. He, and he alone, has the ability to free himself from the dominance of biological determinism by exerting the supremacy of mental autonomy over the blindly biological.

But Man has a long way to go in this. As Julian Huxley emphasized, "The psycho-social phase of evolution is in its
As young as Man is in the long course of evolutionary time he has developed means, self-determined mental means, of enhancing and enriching his experience of life. He has developed ways of achieving 'highs' in love (transcending the mere biology of sex), in great esthetic moments, particularly with music, great moments of insight and dis covery in his work, moments of contempla tive fusion with nature (in a forest, on a seashore, up a mountain), in certain athletic exercises, in quiet meditation and in reli gious devotion. (11) These moments of ex quisite happiness, free from doubts, free from fears, inhibitions and tensions, when self-consciousness fades, giving way to the sense of feeling at one with the Universe as if fused with it, belonging to it totallythese moments, these 'highs', are the heri tage of Homo sapiens, achievable by the exercise of his higher mental capacities. Only when he is sick in body does he need to resort to the 'lower' biological means of restoration -biological devices such as drugs.
With this evolutionary view of Man's mental heritage it becomes a debasing and regressive trend for our society, or any substantial segment of it, particularly in the vitality of youth, the 'growing edge' of society, to reach back to depend on the 'lower' biophysical means of exciting the sensory-perception mechanisms and thereby inducing illusions of magnificence and selfaggrandisement, instead of reaching for the heights of mental fulfilment by the selfdetermined exercise of the higher mental capacities. Thus, it violates the basic prin ciple of evolutionary progress at the point
where the biologically determined creature, the puppet of his personal biochemistry, might be achieving the transcendent free dom of his human destiny.
The natural pull of reification may in cline us to eschew such philosophical con siderations, but when, as with the LeDain Commission, philosophical explanations are sought, we cannot discharge our responsi bilities to society by remaining silent here.
Psychiatry has not been silent in recom mending public education as the best means of discouraging youth from the non-medical use of drugs. That is a recommendation in principle and is comfortably unassailable. But the more difficult responsibility to dis charge is to delineate what is to be authen tically taught and by what means. Educa tion is the best deterrent, certainly, but what precisely is to be taught? If it is intended
to discourage the use of drugs as detrimen tal, then what is detrimental about them must be clearly stated. Unless the medical specialist can declare this clearly and un equivocally no instructional program could begin to deter youth from the use of drugs or dispell the mistrust and the uncertainty that often lurks behind the defensive front of arrogance.
No program of education can hope to be effective if its climate is not conducive to learning. In order to be appreciated by the learner, the attitude and role of the teaching authority need to be clear and definite. And that depends on the basic orientation or philosophy. With the natural istic, evolutionary philosophy of Man as mentioned previously we have reason to be cautiously optimistic about his gradual up ward progress towards fuller realization of his mental efficiency and mental self-deter mination -towards the ultimate in indivi dual freedom. Also we have reason to steady our expectations of Man's performance at 420 CANADIAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION JOURNAL Vol. 15, No. 5 this present immature stage. Pulled by his great potential for self-determination and independent control, in youth, he under standably reaches for an extent of freedom beyond the grasp of his present mental capabilities. Because of Man's relative psy cho-social immaturity, phylogenetically, he cannot yet do without the restrictive guide lines and external controls of a hierarchical social structure in which the authority for decision-making on social conduct rests with the more experienced and learned, that is, with sapiential authority. The policy of un balanced permissiveness in family, school and government in this century is proving untimely and premature and is leading to anarchic chaos. A greater degree of sapien tial authority needs to be demonstrated and exerted today -specifically, for example, with regard to the drug problem and its associated wave of socio-cultural ferment.
Thus, on the particular social issue of the non-medical use of drugs we as psychi atrists have a special responsibility to pre sent clear, definite, concerted conclusions, backed by the sufficient knowledge from our clinical experience and such experimental research as is available as to the nature of the problem and the measures likely to cope with it. Specifically with respect to the pressing question of the psychedelic drugs, including marijuana, our responsibility is to put in proper perspective the distinctive illusory nature of their primary effects, with all the potential sequelae in aversive moti vation.
Beyond that we could play our special role as interpreters of the communication process in the public debates on this and any other of the great social issues of our day. With the 'Third Eye' we could be spotting the communicative distortions, the rhetori cal tricks of the impassioned spokesman with his conflietual motives. Then there is simply the common faulty reasoning which can be spotted by any careful eye.
Centuries before psychiatry was ever thought of, when Aristotle arrived at Plato's Academy and listened to the elegant 'dialo gues' he realized that there was something crooked about some of the arguments. Spot ting the trouble he started his famous list of dialectic flaws, to which his successors have added. Schopenhauer called them "tricks and dodges" in his dissertation on "Logic and Dialectic." (15) John Locke, in his essay "Concerning Human Understand ing" (10) described them as "more adapted to catch and entangle the mind than to instruct or inform the understanding." The same old tricks are still as much in circula tion today in the public debates. per cent of the total population. If you count the number of voices rather than the volume of vociferation the proportion is probably much less than that. It might be that the Cabinet Minister would consider that 8.5 per cent of the population is a 'significant minority' who use marijuana and that it would be 'irresponsible not to legalize it'. 'Irresponsible', you see; and here we have another sort of rhetorical trick -the 'dirty trick'. This one has successfully induced a state of uncertainty, indecisiveness, con fusion, even paralysis of reason in both the public and government. Vociferous, selfappointed spokesmen for the younger gen eration point to the range of inequalities, injustices and blunders in today's society, and talk as if the present older genera tion were actually responsible for them. Then, some of the older generation have tended to react stupidly enough to accept the blame and bathe themselves in feelings of guilt, to the point of believing that they have actually played a 'dirty trick' on youth. So they should make it up to them. They should accede to youth's demands. If youth want marijuana or LSD or to take over the universities it would be a 'dirty trick' not to agree. As Professor Ross Toole put it, "The worst of it is that we in a paroxysm of selfabnegation and apology, go along, abdicate, apologize as if we had personally created the ills of the world -and thus lend our selves to chaos." (18) One of the dialectic tricks which even physicians and psychiatrists have fallen foul of regarding marijuana is the 'broken-wing trick'. With the noblest of intentions it is essentially a diversionary manoeuvre, how ever unwitting.
The crucial question asked by the govern ment and by the public at large about mari juana is whether, and to what degree and in what way, it is detrimental to health.
That is where the problem really nests. There has been a loquacious fluttering at a peri pheral point in the area. As obvious as the parent bird fluttering in full view with the 'broken wing' is the fact that marijuana under the Law is in the wrong place, wrong ly categorized with infamous consequences. To be controlled it should be in an appro priate section of the Law. But that is so obvious. A Royal Commission is hardly necessary to unearth this incongruity. The medical profession has given a clear answer on that peripheral point but it has been cen sured for its reticence or equivocation about the central issue. A difficult diagnosis to make, maybe. But no more difficult than many other diagnoses and recommendations made by physicians without so much hesita tion, when the fates of individual patients are in their hands.
These dialectic tricks -and there are many more -add to the chaos of commu nication on the social issues.
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Then there is the confusing double-talk about love, peace, freedom, socio-cultural change, progress and so forth. As a guardian of the doors of communication could not the psychiatrist, by interpreting some of those aberrations, come more to the aid of a confused society? For example, could he not clarify the distinctions between actuality and fantasy (or myth) -in the talk about the alienation of youth, the 'generation gap' and so forth? It is particularly impor tant in today's most pressing socio-medical problem to indicate the illusory nature of the psychedelic experience which basically threatens the perspective of reality.
Similarly, could not the psychiatrist help fully clarify the distinctions between honesty and exhibitionism; for example, in some of the protest demonstrations, some of the performing-arts, and even some of the pro cedures under the rubric of group therapy; between loquaciousness and mental alacrity; between mental alacrity and the sagacity of cumulative wisdom, for example in some of the demands for curriculum control and other aspects of university government; be tween the fervour of destructive aggression and the vitality of constructive aggression; between the fervour of rhetoric and the vitality of reason?
In conclusion, it seems that for the prob lems of today's society psychiatrists have been so cautious in extending themselves toward social issues that they have failed to step in and speak where their special com petence is needed. In helping to show what people are really saying they would be clear ing the lines of communication toward a plainer understanding of the public good. As Dr. Ewen Cameron put it in his Presi dential Address to the American Psychiatric Association in 1953: "There is a need to state for ourselves a set of premises reaching far beyond our scientific work . . . The very nature of our work makes it more necessary for us to have a clear, sharp picture of our times and of the part we have to play . . . Our first role of conduct . . . is to offer . . . what skills we have in the understanding of people." (3)
